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Our strategy to shape change 
BELIEVING IN OUR VALUES 

Joachim Fetz - General Director

One year has elapsed since I took my place at Colcom, 
and the time has come to briefly take stock of the 
situation. There could have been no better time than 
the Christmas dinner, which was finally organised 
this year, to celebrate Colcom’s anniversary, 
to share with the entire team my impressions, 
our values and commitment for the future.  

Participation in the party was intense and deeply 
felt, a sign of interest and involvement of all the 
staff. I was honoured by this and it made me 
further believe in the strength of this team and 
the people. 

As in a marriage, the honeymoon ends after a year 
and, and as occurs with the partner, one notices 
qualities and areas for improvement. 
This also happened at Colcom where I found so 
much light and - unavoidably - even some shadows. 

Light... Colcom is an awesome company, which 
creates technologically advanced products. 
We are the market leader, people with a 
passion to keep doing, people who manifest 
an amazing deal of energy. This is an absolute 
value, which encourages us to build a team 
that will allow us to give the best of ourselves.
 
Shadows... As in every company, even Colcom 
presents some areas to be improved together. 
Ongoing improvement is one of our objectives.  
We are focusing on modernising our machines 
and on improving our methods and operating 
process to achieve the best from them. 

Courage to implement change is crucial in a 
groundbreaking company. We are ready to 
reassess attitudes and procedures we have grown 

accustomed to in the past, but which are not the 
most suitable ones for our growth anymore. Our 
strategy to shape change in an informed manner 
consists in believing and pursuing our values, 
which have been shared with our parent company 
Simonswerk. 

The following are the values I deem most 
important, which along with the others should 
become a precious asset for the entire organisation: 
• Respect for both people and things.
• Solidarity among us to build a winning team.
• Reliability, “we deliver what we promise”.
• Gratitude; individual effort must be acknowledged 
when things work out well and people achieve 
extraordinary things 

I wish to thank the entire Colcom team from 
the bottom of my heart for their support and 
participation during this year, which has just 
passed. I also wish our clients a successful New Year. 

Enjoy reading

A story made of people...  
Our recipe for success : motivated people who have fully 
espoused the organisation’s mission
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Human resources are the key to the development of a winning company. They are the 
people who move the wheels of the organisational machine, from the smallest to the 
highest ranking member. They drive the business with their efforts to achieve more 
challenging goals. The quality and skills of employees and collaborators constitute a 
genuine competitive advantage, actual capital for the organisation.
Indeed, effective management of resources is a winning strategy to achieve organisational 
goals, especially if they are aligned with motivation and satisfaction. 

In February 1997 Colcom published a mission statement declaring that it was:
“ a small company made up of people who invest their skills and the wealth of their 
personal experience on growth and well-being. ”

All this generates a powerful pride of belonging to the organisation, with the awareness of 
working in a leading firm that holds a remarkable promise of growth in an environment 
featuring a great entrepreneurial spirit.
With their competence and dedication, people bring added value to the company. 
Innovation is characterised by the willingness to compare notes and implement change. 
Without this fertile soil it is hard to recognise benefits and appreciate innovation in any 
form whatsoever.
It takes commitment and dedication to bring your value to the playing field. The intention 
to create a solid relationship with people we cooperate with is based on respect, gratitude 
and solidarity. This is the essence of a winning team.

“People are the actual value of a company”
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Owners and employees in February 1997

Owners and employees in 2003 at the current Nave head office

1991 The company from Collio has turned into 
COLCOM, “Collio Commerciale”, but 1993 marks the leap of 
quality with the patent for automatic hinges, which are, to date, 
the pride of its extensive production. 

Patent for automatic hinges

Hydraulic door closure hinges - international patent

Made Expo 2021

In February 1997 Colcom published its mission statement saying 
that it was:

“...a small company made up of people who 
invest their skills and the wealth of their 
personal experience on growth and well-
being”
All this generates a powerful pride of belonging to the 
organisation, with the awareness of working in a leading firm 
that holds a remarkable promise of growth in an environment 
featuring a great entrepreneurial spirit.

“We want Colcom to be acknowledged in 
the forthcoming years by both the Italian 
and foreign markets as a leader in the sector 
of accessories for glass designed for the 
construction sector.
The satisfaction of our customers will be 
guaranteed by the quality and innovation of 
both products and service”

2003 marks the opening of the new Nave branch; 
Minusco holding was established the following year to manage 
product distribution both in Italy and abroad. 

2007 An essential stage with Biloba and Triloba – 
international Colcom patents - the new concept door closure 
hinges for the installation of glass doors.

2013 The Colcom Group is established with Colcom as 
the lead brand for the company’s product lines.

2014 The organisation is purchased by Wise sgr, a private 
equity company that, along with Colcom Group’s management team, 
launched a development process to convey a strong commercial 
drive and promote deeper penetration into international markets.

2017 Colcom Group acquires the French company 
Sadev, which specialises in studying, designing, developing and 
producing fixtures for outdoor glass, structural façades and 
railings, thus extending the offer of the product range.

2019 Colcom Group is acquired by 
SIMONSWERK GmbH in March. SIMONSWERK 
is absolutely complementary to Colcom Group and 
Sadev’s business.
Cooperation will allow the new group to further 
develop sales abroad, consolidating a strong leadership 
in the markets of wooden and glass hinges with high 
added value, and of anchor points for glass and railings.

2020 The Covid emergency did not stop our 
progress. At the close of the year we said good bye to 
Dario Pedretti, thanking him for his highly significant 
contribution to the company’s growth.

2021 Early in the year we welcome the 
new CEO: Joachim Fetz, an expert in all aspects of 
corporate management. 
In 2021 training played an important and strategic 
role. We focused on new projects and products and, 
finally, returned to doing in-person business, taking 
part in Made Expo 2021.

1961 Sergio Collio opens the workshop in the garage on the ground floor of his 
house, initially performing contracted work and soon transforming his business to focus on 
building accessories for glass, hinges and door closures, with the family brand “Collio s.r.l.”.  

Everything began in 1961...  
Colcom was conceived by Sergio and Ezio Collio

The first factory is established in the late1960s, and with it the “Evergreen” series, 
slender and functional products that instantly meet with a broad market consensus.

In the 1980s, Ivano Collio, entrepreneur, visionary and creative - with the assistance of 
his sisters and cousins - transformed the company from a family-run business into a 
leading industrial organisation. 
Thanks to his vision of growth, internationalisation and ongoing improvement, the 
company's products began to be known abroad in the 1980s. 

Sergio Collio

Ivano Collio Giovanna Collio Federica Collio Mauro Collio Michele Collio

Ezio Collio
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MISSION & VISION - evolution from 1997 to date
A clear mission unites and motivates the team to achieve common goals
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What is the difference between Mission and Corporate Vision?
We could summarise the two concepts by saying that, while the vision defines what the 
company wants to be or wants to achieve, the mission states how the company plans on 
implementing this ambition and the instruments and actions it will use to achieve this end. 
1997 marks the first MISSION STATEMENT made by Colcom:

Colcom is established in 1961 by an idea of Sergio Collio.
The idea was to provide innovative, technologically advanced products in a rapidly 
developing traditional sector.  From the onset focus was on both product quality and the 
excellence of the service proposed to our clients.

Collaboration
listen and help each other
Respect
speaking with people and not about people, concentrating on the causes 
and not on the effects (on the errors and not on who made them). 
Experiencing the environment and equipment as our own.
Loyalty
promise and maintain: better say no if we cannot deliver what we promise.
Consistency
act according to shared values
Clarity
in roles, objectives, internal communication
Dedication
commitment and involvement
Innovation / Creativity
Colcom is laboratory of ideas for edge of the line products
Communication
both interpersonal and targeting the market, communications must be transparent, 
respecting our Vision and our Values
Well-being
balance between professional and private life
Ambition / Focus on improvement
we want to be a steadily growing organisation that promotes ongoing learning

Establish an operating plan studied to obtain and maintain a competitive 
advantage in the course of time

OUR ROOTS

OUR VALUES and our behavioural patterns

THE ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY

In November 2021, 
SIMONSWERK 

shares the corporate 
Mission&Vision  

to inform the whole 
team about our  

long-term goals; 
what are the strategic 

success factors, and 
what are the basic 

values that underpin  
all this.

We sell ideas, solutions and products designed to support, 
move and close glass doors and panels.

OUR TARGET MARKET 
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17 December 2021 witnessed an important dinner for our 
company: Colcom Group Spa celebrated 60 years in the business.
An important team made up of a large number of employees and collaborators, with the 
presence of the founding family, the Collios, met to celebrate this key event.
Joachim Fetz, our CEO, hosted the event. He thanked the entire Colcom team for the support 
and participation during this year, which had just drawn to a close.

We also had a much appreciated guest, Mr. Rolf Thone, Marketing and Sales Director of 
the Simonswerk Group. By attending the event he wanted to underscore the importance of 
sharing to build and become a united successful team.

The evening celebrated the 60th anniversary of Colcom which, from a small family-run 
company, has now become part of a multinational group. Social moments were alternated 
with entertaining and even moving ones.  The video screened recalled the origins and history 
of our company, also by telling the story of people who headed it over the years.
Those who have worked long at Colcom were moved by remembering the faces that, year after 

CELEBRATING THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY
The evening we celebrated Colcom’s 60th anniversary 
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year, had succeeded each other in the company. Instead, new employees had the opportunity 
to learn more about our story. A special event to celebrate the company established by Sergio 
and Ezio Collio in 1961, entrepreneurs who invested energy, time and passion to make a 
dream come true.

Sergio Collio’s idea was to create innovative and technologically advanced products in a 
traditional and yet rapidly developing sector.  He achieved this goal.
Today Colcom is a world leader in the production of technologically cutting edge metal 
accessories for tempered glass, like the hydraulic hinges for doors.
Passion was the driving force for Sergio and Ezio Collio, who developed the company, 
turning it into what it is today.

The founding values of Colcom have always been collaboration, respect, loyalty and 
consistency. These values could be felt in the company, and everybody has always made an 
effort to respect them.
The same values are still present and essential even today at Colcom Group Spa, though it is 
not a family-run business anymore.
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Colcom Group S.p.A.
Tel. (+39)0302532008 - (+39)0302530289 
Fax.(+39)0302534707
colcomgroup.it
Via degli Artigiani, n°56 int.1 - 25075 Nave (Brescia) - Italy

Thank you
for assisting us  

during these years!


